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1. Executive Summary 

a. Brief Summary 

The Pillar C Workshop – titled ‘e-buses and charging infrastructure for use to third parties in 
German and Europe - was held on the 6th March 2017 in Berlin in conjunction with the VDV 
Academy Conference ‘Electric buses – market for the Future!’. 

The workshop started with a keynote speech and four presentations about the eLIPTIC project, 
e-bus fleet renewal strategies, ELIPTIC Pillar C Use case Oberhausen and ELIPTIC business 
cases with regard to Pillar C. 

The workshop was attended by about 30 delegates from local administrations, PTOs (public 
transport operators), PTAs (public transport authorities), OEMS (original equipment 
manufacturer, in this case bus manufacturer), industry and universities representatives as well 
as consultants. 

 

b. Event structure  

The workshop started at 13.00 and ended around 16.00 with a refreshments break in between. 

The workshop included a keynote speech from Mr Jens Schmitz (VDV representative), giving 
a comprehensive overview reflecting the state of play and further developments of the e-bus 
projects in Germany with regard to tender projects, charging infrastructure and financing/ 
funding schemes. 

Other speakers in order of appearance were: 

Hendrik Koch Bremen City Council (SUBV) Introduction of the ELIPTIC project and ELIPTIC 
sse cases 

Burkhard Kötter Stadtwerke Osnabrück (PTO) E-bus fleet renewal strategies 

Stefan Thurm Stadtwerke Oberhausen (PTO) ELIPTIC Pillar C Use case: E-bus project – status 
report, outlook and further strategy 

Wolfgang Backhaus/  
Fabian Meishner 

Rupprecht Consult 
RWTH Aachen University 

ELIPTIC business cases with regard to Pillar C 

 

This was then followed up by worldcafe session in relation to the followign three topics: 

(1) business cases in general 

(2) business cases related to multifunctional charging infrastructure, and  

(3) policy strategies and recommendations  

The presentation slides from the day are available at the ELIPTIC website as well as on the 
VDV website: www.vdv.de 

http://www.vdv.de/
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2. Workshop Description  

a. Workshop Objective 

The primary objective was to exchanges views and ideas around three topics jointly with 
German stakeholders. 

A secondary objective was to share the progress of the ELIPTIC project and German eBus 
projects with a wider audience in Germany. 

 

b. Overview 

The workshop was held at the Andel’s by Vienna House Hotel in Berlin, Germany. This venue 
was chosen as the day the VDV Academy Conference ‘E-buses – market for the Future!’ took 
place at the same venue. 

The room was set up theatre style to accommodate 30 delegates, with a small lunch at the 
beginning and refreshments made available throughout the break during the event.  

The workshop started at 13.00 welcomed by Mr Jens Schmitz (VDV) introducing the workshop 
agenda and proceedings followed by a keynote speech and four presentations in total and run 
at 16.00. The complete agenda is attached to this document (see Annex I). 

The first presentations gave an overview of eLIPTIC project structure, presented by Mr Hendrik 
Koch, Bremen City Council. Afterwards Mr Jens Schmitz, VDV, showed the approaches on 
German level, funding opportunities, standardisation and required (future oriented) link of 
urban public transport services with advanced mobility services (e.g autonomous transport, 
ergänzende feeder services). 

Mr Burkhard Kötter, Stadtwerke Osnabrück AG (SWO), explanation of the PTO’s strategy to 
introduce an e-bus fleet in Osnabrück and surrounding area. Historic development of e-bus 
technology from 1951 (Wegmann with trailer) to 2015 (Volvo Electric). Vision 2020 (inhabitants 
160,000 people) will be 80% electric: trunk lines operated by hydrogen or electric, innovate 
LRT like design, last mile by autonomous vehicles. 

Mr Stefan Thurm, Stadtwerke Oberhausen GmbH (STOAG) then provided background 
information to their ELIPTIC use case, the objectives, approaches, up-to-date statuts of their 
related Pillar C activities, and some lessons learnt, future outlook and transferability 
opportunities from the project. 

Mr Wolfgang Backhaus, Rupprecht Consult, and Mr Fabian Meishner, RWTH Aachen 
University explained the basic concept/ ELIPTIC approach (sustainable city needs a DC 
voltage infratructure for the electrification of road transport) and described all six (6) Pillar C 
use cases (Bremen, London, Barcelona, Leipzig, Oberhausen and Szeged) in brief. 

This was then followed up by an hour worldcafe session in relation to the followign three topics: 
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(1) business cases in general (moderator: Mr Wolfgang Backhaus, Rupprecht Consult) 

(2) business cases related to multifunctional charging infrastructure (moderator: Mr. Minh Thuy 
Truong, VDV), and  

(3) policy strategies and recommendations (moderator: Mr Jens Schmitz, VDV) 

At the beginning the attendees decided which topic to start with. Each session lasted 15 
minutes and then the table participants moved on to the next topic. 

Questions asked during the worldcafe sessions were: 

 Who are the target groups? 

 What are inter-/multimodal e-mobility services? 

 What are winning combinations (at which mobility nodes)? 

 Where to place multi-purpose charging infrastructure? 

 What are (if any) economic advantages to use existing electric PT infrastructure? 

 What are (legal) barriers and drivers for business cases? 
 

The results of the worldcafe are summarized per topic as follows (related images see 
Annex III). 

 

(1) Business cases in general 

 What cost criteria should be included; e.g. are driver cost relevant for e-bus systems, 
as for example for opportunity charging system approaches more vehilces and thus 
drivers are needed due to less flexibility and needed charging time at end 
stations/terminals.   

 How can a total cost of ownership model look like for a multipurpose charging 
infrastructure model (technical equipment, infrastructure, staff, energy, ...)? 

 Is there a business case/model at all? And does it need a business case/model or – in 
case it works from a technological perspective and has relevant impact in terms of 
reducing emissions, saving energy or space in inner cities – it needs support from the 
government / public authorities as part of their services of general interst?   

 Public Transport Operators have limited resources for realising new business models 
for multipurpose charging infrastructure (and it is not part of their core tasks). It needs 
new players and PPPs to realise new mobility services based on existing PT 
infrastructure. However, public transport services always shall have priority when it 
comes to energy demands/flows from existing PT infrastruture. New intelligent energy 
management systems are needed prioritising PT over individual charging needs and 
providing optimised bilateral energy flows between vehicles and grids incl. new storage 
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systems.  

 It needs a stronger cooperation between energy and transport stakeholders to realise 
the change towards a low-carbon transport system in urban areas. Energy companies 
don’t really see themselves as provider of public charging infrastructure in most cases.  

 

(2) Business cases related to multifunctional charging infrastructure 

 Legal situation with regard to subsidised traction power unclear 

 Economical efficiency 

 Impulse for deployment should come from the politcs or PT stakeholders? 

 Surplus benefit for PT through additional service offers and marketing 

 Planning of charging infrastructure is strongly dependent to what will happen with 
deployment and acceptance of e-cars 

 Safeguarding of current and future power supply 

 

(3) Policy strategies and recommendations 

 Greater financial support for charging infrastructure and vehicle purchase 

 More flexibility with regard to funding possiblites 

 Stronger compliance of the political will to introduce e-bus systems in Germany and 
Europe 

 Further standardisation of the e-bus system components 

 Agreement on a common current 

 Separation between infrastructure and operation as separate units 

 Minibus and other DRT services (=> last mile) to be considered in funding/ financing 
schemes just as 

 Facilitate duplication of funding 

 More advertising for trollybus systems like done in Scandinavia 

 

c. Participants 

Organisations that participated to the ELIPTIC Pillar C workshop included: 

Bremen (eLIPTIC project coordinator) City Council 
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MdB (Member of Parliament) Politician 

TÜV (Technische Überwachung), VDV (Verband deutscher 
Verkehrsunternehmen) 

Associations 

SWM (Stadtwerke München), KVB (Kölner 
Verkehrsbetriebe), SWO (Stadtwerke Osnabrück),  

Public Transport Operators (PTO) 

NASA (Nahverkehrsservice Sachsen-Anhalt GmbH) Public Transport Authority (PTA) 

Van Hool Bus Manufacturer (OEM) 

Vossloh Industry 

RWTH Aachen University 

Rupprecht Consult, Berends-Consult, VCDB (Verkehrs 
Conlsult Dresden-Berlin), BPV Consult (Gesellschaft für 
Beratung und Projektmanagement) 

Consultant 

 

A list of the attendees and their representatives is attached to this document (see Annex II). 
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3. Workshop Dissemination  
The event was promoted in the following ways:  

 Direct email invitation to ELIPTIC partners and User Forum members, 

 Direct email invitation to VDV working group members: trolleybus, depot and workshop, 
technical development, 

 ELIPTIC project website, and 

 CIVINET German 

 CIVITAS.eu website 

 VDV website. 

Afterwards the workshop was promoted by a press article on the ELIPTIC project website. 
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4. Conclusions 
Due the fact that the workshop took place before the VDV Academy e-bus event a good 
coverage of PT related stakeholders could be ensured. 

The discussions during the worldcafe sessions has shown that there are at present high 
potential for new business models. As it comes to charging infrastructure it was made clear by 
the participantes that PTOs and public authorities have different views on the workflow and 
implementation processes and besides not any standarised measurement procedures are 
available for the billing process. Futhermore it was stressed that it becomes important to 
determine on a normed charging connecting system. 
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5. Annex I: Workshop Agenda 

. 
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6. Annex II: Workshop Participant List 
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7. Annex III: Workshop Pictures 

 

Image 01: Speakers and Delegates to the ELIPTIC Pillar C Workshop. The attendees 
included representatives from PTOs, PTAs, associations, OEMs, industry, universities and 
consultanties. 
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Image 02: ELIPTIC project coordinator City Council of Bremen (Hendrik Koch) introducing 
the ELIPTIC project in brief 
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Image 03: Worldcafe discussion results of topic 1 ‘business case in general’ 
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Image 04: Worldcafe discussion results of topic 2 ‘business cases related to multifunctional 
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charging infrastructure’ 

 

 

Image 05: Worldcafe discussion results of topic 3 ‘policy strategies and recommendations’ 


